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A B S T R A C T

We compared three vertical ventilation concepts to dashboard ventilation in a generic car cabin with the aim to
improve thermal passenger comfort and energy efficiency of future cars. Temperatures were analyzed with an
infrared camera and local temperature sensors. Omnidirectional velocity probes were used to capture the fluid
velocities and temperatures in the vicinity of thermal passenger dummies, which were used to simulate the
thermal impact of the passengers. Further, the ventilation efficiency was measured with the tracer gas technique
using humidity sensors in the vicinity of the dummies and in the air outlets. Besides the experimental in-
vestigations, the relevant flow cases were studied by Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations using the RANS
method, providing insight into the complex and three-dimensional flow structures of the passenger compart-
ment. Validation of the simulations with the experimental data revealed acceptable consistency, however, with
local deviations indicating further need for experimental investigations. The ventilation efficiencies of the
vertical ventilation concepts were at least comparable or even better as compared to dashboard ventilation.
Regarding the comfort-relevant flow parameters, dashboard ventilation stood out with the lowest temperature
stratification but revealed comfort-critical flow velocities. The vertical ventilation concepts allowed for com-
fortable velocities, but tended to produce comfort-critical temperature stratifications. Pursuing the equivalent
temperatures, the vertical systems revealed an improved heating performance over dashboard ventilation.
During summer and spring/fall conditions, low momentum ceiling ventilation as well as the combination of
cabin displacement ventilation and low momentum ceiling ventilation were able to provide comfortable
equivalent temperature distributions.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, car manufacturers are faced with several challenges re-
garding successful commercialization of modern electric vehicles (EVs)
[1]. Particularly, the restricted cruising range is one of the biggest
concerns influencing the consumer decision to purchase EVs [2]. To
overcome this limitation for the majority of user profiles, not only the
development of the latest battery technology, but also the optimization
of the energy consumption of the different sub-systems is mandatory. In
this context, the air-conditioning system (i.e., cooling and heating)
should be noted as a serious reason for battery depleting which may
easily lead to a reduction of the cruising range by as much as 33% [3].
Depending on the actual route profile, under extreme outdoor condi-
tions even more than 65% of the energy use may be consumed for
passenger heating, as observed in laboratory and field tests [4]. Energy-
efficient heating systems in turn promise a reduction of energy con-
sumption of the HVAC system by 50% [5]. Hence, increasing the
heating and cooling efficiency is one part of our motivation to

investigate vertical ventilation concepts. Further, with regard to au-
tonomous driving, which is anticipated of future cars, allowing the front
seats to be rotated backwards [6,7], vertical ventilation systems are
appealing by allowing flexible cabin usage layouts in innovative vehicle
concepts. Herewith, the requirements regarding ventilation efficiency
and thermal passenger comfort of the novel systems have to be ensured.
In addition to the aforementioned facts, with a significant amount of
time spent traveling by car, the continuous improvement of passenger
comfort has become an important criterion in terms of marketing of
modern cars as well [8].

In the past, characterization and improvement of the performance of
car ventilation with respect to thermal passenger comfort and energy
efficiency was subject of several research studies, see e.g. Refs. [9–12].
In mixing ventilation, which is currently state of the art, the underlying
fluid-dynamic processes are governed by the propagation of the in-
coming air jets inside the cabin, which can be accessed using optical
field measurement techniques. Particle Image Velocimetry measure-
ments of the flow velocity fields initiated by panel, defrost and foot-
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ventilation inside of a real car cabin have been performed e.g. by Lee
et al. [9]. However, the thermal passenger comfort is determined by the
resulting enthalpy fluxes, which cannot be determined from velocity
field measurements alone. Hereto, either combinations of local fluid
temperature and velocity measurements or acquisition of integral
quantities like equivalent temperatures are required [13]. Besides the
static performance, the dynamic behavior is of high relevance as well.
Hereto, Rosendahl et al. analyzed the heat-up process in a car cabin
under winter conditions performing air-temperature, operating-tem-
perature and equivalent-temperature measurements [10]. To determine
thermal passenger comfort by means of local equivalent temperatures,
measurement systems based on heated mannequins were employed as
well [11]. Besides the thermal comfort, the air quality, which is con-
sidered as a result of the ventilation efficiency, is a parameter of utmost
importance [8,14]. Herewith, not only the global performance, but also
the local distribution of fresh air in the cabin is an issue. For example in
a study of Wesseling et al., the ventilation efficiency in a real car cabin
revealed significantly better values at the driver position in comparison
with the passengers seated in the back [12]. Provided the requirements
for air quality and thermal passenger comfort are ensured, novel or
alternative variants of cabin ventilation have the prospect of improved
heating and cooling efficiency: Studies in aircraft cabins reveal a po-
tential to improve the heat removal efficiency by 75% using a hybrid
combination of cabin displacement and ceiling-based displacement
ventilation while even improving the thermal passenger comfort [15].
An issue of high relevance in aircraft cabins is, of course, the dispersal
of carbon dioxide and pathogens involving numerical and experimental
studies in cabin mock-ups [16,17]. Moreover, benefits were found with
respect to CO2 concentrations and relative humidity for alternative, i.e.
personalized and displacement ventilation systems [18]. Previous stu-
dies of vertical ventilation concepts in a generic car cabin (GCC) de-
monstrate the potential of optimized thermal passenger comfort and an
efficient use of energy [19–21]. Hereto, vertical ventilation concepts
were analyzed experimentally with local temperature and velocity
probes as well as numerically by means of coupled CFD and thermal
comfort simulations and compared to a simplified dashboard ventila-
tion. In these studies, cabin displacement ventilation (CDV) stood out
with a high heat removal efficiency and a comfortable velocity dis-
tribution. However, comfort-critical temperature stratifications were
observed, too. Only a combination of CDV with a low momentum
ceiling ventilation was able to provide a presumably comfortable
thermal environment under spring/fall conditions [20]. Hence, further
investigations of vertical ventilation concepts are necessary, especially
under consideration of integral comfort measures, such as the equiva-
lent temperature [10,13]. A study related to ours addressed the venti-
lation of the rear cabin of a mini-bus cabin using low-momentum roof

air outlets in combination with different air exhaust openings by means
of CFD simulations [22]. However, no internal heat loads were con-
sidered, which are known to govern the flow in low momentum ven-
tilation systems by means of thermal convection. Hence, the transfer-
ability of the results to the environment considered in our study is quite
limited.

The thermal interaction of passenger cars with the surrounding is
much more intense and complex as compared to aircraft cabins, in-
volving a higher fraction of solar radiation and consideration of both,
heating and cooling scenarios [23]. Hence, to make the advantages,
which were found for alternative ventilation systems in aircraft cabins,
accessible to passenger cars, further studies are required.

Hereto, this paper refers to a study conducted in the framework of
the “next generation car (NGC)” project at the DLR. We investigated the
cabin ventilation of a 1:1 full-scale GCC with a jacket heating/cooling
system based on capillary tubes to investigate the steady performance
under winter, spring/fall and summer conditions. Four thermal pas-
senger dummies (TPDs) were used to simulate the impact of real pas-
sengers and as a measuring system to capture equivalent temperatures.
During this stage of the project, the impact of solar radiation was not
yet included.

Cabin displacement ventilation (CDV), low momentum ceiling
ventilation (LMCV) and a hybrid case (HV), which combined CDV and
LMCV, were experimentally compared to mixing ventilation (MV), re-
presented by a generic dashboard ventilation, in the GCC. One focus
was the local and global ventilation efficiencies measured under spring/
fall conditions using water as tracer gas. In addition, the different
ventilation concepts were compared regarding the thermal comfort
with local temperature and velocity probes. Statements concerning the
thermal passenger comfort using equivalent temperatures were derived
experimentally and numerically from thermal passenger dummies
under winter, spring/fall and summer conditions. Further, a detailed
validation of CFD with experimental results, which had been lacking in
previous studies [19–21], was conducted.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Ventilation concepts in the generic car cabin

The generic car cabin provides three different ventilation systems,
which can be used either individually or combined. Nowadays, mixing
ventilation is the standard for ventilation of passenger compartments in
cars. It is characterized by a high degree of mixing of the cabin air.
Typically, jets of fresh air enter the cabin at well-defined positions, e.g.
in the dashboard, and leave it in the luggage compartment. As a con-
sequence of the large momentum of the incoming air, high flow

Fig. 1. Illustration of investigated ventilation systems in the GCC. a) mixing ventilation (MV), b) cabin displacement ventilation (CDV), c) low momentum ceiling ventilation (LMCV) and
d) hybrid ventilation (HV) as a combination of CDV and LMCV.
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velocities occur, which are prone to cause draft. A generic MV system
was embodied in the GCC by four circular air supply tubes (length/
diameter = 23) in the dashboard, oriented in longitudinal car direction
(Fig. 1a). They generate undisturbed circular air jets oriented in long-
itudinal car direction, similar to a fully opened configuration of air inlet
grilles in a commercial car. We preferred this configuration as opposed
to a possibly more realistic setup with real air grilles, as, on the one
hand, we wanted to work with well-defined boundary conditions that
can be implemented in the CFD simulations unambiguously. On the
other hand, we wanted to produce general results, independent of any
OEM-specific influence. Hence, one should keep in mind that our MV
baseline is just to be considered as one possible, even if not uncommon
MV configuration and not an MV variant that is optimized in any way.
Even if nowadays automatic switching between the most appropriate
nozzle combinations as a function of the actual current weather con-
ditions is technically possible for MV, this is still a quite uncommon
feature, in the majority of consumer cars.

Three different vertical ventilation concepts are investigated in the
current study. First, cabin displacement ventilation (CDV) is realized
using air distribution bags with an area of 0.88 m2 mounted below the
seats to allow for the injection of air with low momentum
(uin< 0.05 m/s), see Fig. 1b). The incoming air generates a ”lake” of
fresh air at floor level, from which the air heats up and rises due to
buoyancy at the heat sources. At ceiling level, the warm air leaves the
cabin through the inversely operated LMCV outlet. Using CDV, very low
flow velocities and thus a minimized risk of draft is expected. The
second ventilation system is the low momentum ceiling ventilation
(LMCV), where a ceiling air outlet (1.16 m2) allows for both, supply of
fresh air at low momentum (uin< 0.04 m/s) and extraction of re-
circulated air through a trickle ceiling, see Fig. 1c). Finally, a hybrid
ventilation (HV) is realized by combining CDV and LMCV, see Fig. 1d).
Herewith, 50% of the fresh air is supplied through the CDV inlets and
50% through the LMCV inlets. Again, the extraction is realized using
the trickle ceiling.

2.2. Test environment

In order to conduct the required studies, a dedicated full-scale
generic car cabin (GCC) was developed and set-up at DLR Göttingen. Its
dimensions follow the interior of typical mid-size cars with a surface
area of 14.8 m2 and inner dimensions of 1300 mm (width), 2400 mm
(length) and1200 mm (height) (Fig. 2).

The mock-up was built from aluminum profiles and acrylic glass
(PMMA, polymethyl methacrylate). To decouple the cabin interior from

the ambient, it was thermally insulated with 50 mm of extruded poly-
styrene during the measurements of the ventilation efficiency (Section
3.3). A jacket heating/cooling based on capillary tubes connected to an
aluminum sheet was implemented in the structure to investigate winter,
spring/fall as well as summer conditions, see Fig. 3 (Sections 3.4 and
3.5). For MV, the LMCV outlet was replaced by a jacket heating/cooling
at the ceiling. In order to simulate the blockage and the heat release of
the passengers, the GCC was equipped with four thermal passenger
dummies (TPDs). Each TPD, with a height of 1.73 m and a surface of
approx. 1.5 m2, can be heated by an external power supply. The sen-
sible heat release of each manikin can be varied between 0 and approx.
150 W. It is well known from the literature that the heat release of
humans depends on many factors, such as activity, gender, size or
ambient temperature For a sitting passenger with normal clothing the
values for the latent and sensitive heat release are given e.g. in the
standard EN 13129 [24] and confirmed in an experimental analysis
within a generic train compartment [25]. However, in the current
study, we used a constant value of 75 W for the manikins, well suiting
the sensible heat release at a mean cabin temperature of 24.5 °C and
previous studies e.g. Refs. [13,19]. For the sake of comparability with
the numerical simulations and due to the simultaneous use of the
manikins for the acquisition of the equivalent temperature (see Section
2.4), we forgo variations of this value.

Velocities and temperatures in the vicinity of the TPDs were measured
using combined omnidirectional velocity and temperature probes
(OVTPs). They provide an accuracy of±0.02 m/s for the velocity
and±0.2 °C for the temperature. Further, more than 70 resistance tem-
perature detectors (RTDs) with an accuracy of±0.15 K were used to in-
vestigate the boundary conditions like air inlet (ϑIn), outlet (ϑOut) and
ambient (ϑA) temperatures as well as surface and fluid temperatures at
selected positions within the compartment. As Fig. 2 depicts, OVTPs were
positioned at four levels in the first row to evaluate temperature stratifi-
cations and velocity levels near the TPDs. To observe the boundary con-
ditions of different ventilation systems, temperature probes were also in-
stalled in the air inlets and outlets. Surface temperatures were assessed
with an infrared (IR) camera, which was installed in the dashboard in the
front of the driver TPD. The manikin surface temperatures were used to
deduce the local equivalent temperatures in a second step. To investigate
the ventilation efficiencies, 20 humidity sensors with an accuracy
of±1.8% referred to relative humidity were used in air inlets, outlets and
in the vicinity of the TPDs. The sensors near the TPDs were installed at
ankle, knee, chest and head level, 50 mm away from the surface. The
volume flow rate of fresh air was supplied and controlled by a centrifugal
fan in combination with a Venturi nozzle. If not indicated otherwise, the
volume flow rate amounts to 25 m3/h/PAX, corresponding to 28 l/s forFig. 2. Side view of the generic car cabin with illustrated sensor positions.

Fig. 3. Cross section of cabin structure with insulation and jacket heating/cooling system.
Thickness of each layer and its heat conductivity are given by d and λ, respectively.
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four passengers in agreement with [26]. To achieve homogeneous and
well-defined air inlet temperatures, we used a fan heater and four com-
puter-controlled Peltier elements. To determine the scaling behavior of the
ventilation systems, two higher volume flows (36 l/s, 44 l/s) were con-
sidered as well.

Before starting a measurement, the GCC was given at least 120 min
of settling time, allowing to reach stable thermal conditions. The results
of the temperature and velocity probes were subsequently measured
and evaluated over 1200 s at a recording frequency of 1.7 Hz for RTDs
and 10 Hz for OVTPs.

2.3. Experimental techniques and methodologies

As a precondition to establish vertical ventilation scenarios, the
ventilation performance has to be verified. Hereto, the local mean age
of air (LMA, τP) as well as the local (LVE, εP) and global (ηa) ventilation
efficiencies are common figures of merit [27]. The LVE relates the
nominal air exchange rate to local mean age of air and characterise the
air change effectiveness at a specific location in a compartment. In
contrast, the global ventilation efficiency relates the spatially averaged
mean age of air in the cabin to the nominal air exchange rate and is thus
a measure for the fraction of still waters. For the ease of detection, we
used water as tracer gas in a step-down measurement approach [14]. A
humidity generator with three ultrasonic nebulizers was used to pro-
duce water fog. The tracer gas was introduced and distributed in the
GCC until steady local concentrations were observed. After stopping the
supply of humidity, its concentration decayed as a result of the air
exchange. With the data from the humidity sensors at various positions
near the TPD as well as in the air in- and outlets, the LMA and the LVE
were calculated following the descriptions of [14]. The global ventila-
tion efficiency was defined according to [12]. During the experimental
investigations, utmost care was given to avoid condensation effects
within the GCC by choosing the appropriate tracer gas concentrations
and temperature levels.

For the evaluation of the thermal passenger comfort, acquisition of
single thermal parameters is often insufficient, as it is the interaction of
a variety of parameters, such as air temperature, air velocity, surface
temperatures and others, which determines the thermal sensation of
humans. As an integral quantity, we investigated the equivalent tem-
perature (ϑeq) to quantify the thermal comfort, see Ref. [13]. Here ϑeq is
defined by the following equation with surface temperature ϑs, thermal
loss by convection and radiation Q and the combined heat transfer
coefficient of radiation and convection hcal.

= −
Q

h
ϑ ϑeq s

cal (1)

We enabled measurement of ϑeq by calibration of a TPD at a heat
release rate of 75 W in a thermally isolated, temperature-controlled box
following the procedure described in Ref. [20]. However, by enabling
temperature control on all walls, we strongly improved the accuracy as

compared to the data given in Ref. [20]. The box had dimensions of
1.35 × 1.35 × 1.82 m3. We realized different surrounding tempera-
tures by using a jacket temperature control system, which is based on
aluminum sheets with attached capillary tubes. 25 RTDs were used to
monitor the boundary conditions like fluid and surface temperatures.
After a settling time of at least 5 h, the mean surrounding temperature
in the isolated box 〈ϑBox〉, which indicates ϑeq, was calculated. The
surface temperatures were determined by high-definition (1280 × 960
px) infrared images, recorded by an infrared camera with a sensitivity
of 0.08 K and an accuracy of± 1.5 K. The accuracy was further im-
proved by offset-calibration of the infrared images using a local RTD on
the TPD surface. Calibration curves were generated by measuring the
mean surface temperatures of different body parts as a function of the
surrounding temperature. The calibration curves reveal linear de-
pendencies of the respective surface temperatures ϑS on the mean sur-
rounding temperature 〈ϑBox〉 with slopes very close to unity. Taking
into account the limited homogeneity of the temperature in the box and
the measurement uncertainties of the surface temperatures, the final
accuracy of the equivalent temperatures is estimated to
Δϑeq = ±0.5 K.

2.4. Numerical analysis

Besides experimental simulations and measures, numerical simula-
tions were conducted as well. Therefore, a computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) model of the GCC was developed including the passenger
thermal dummies. The simulations were validated with the experi-
mental data as described in the following, allowing a detailed insight
into the three-dimensional flow structures evolving for the different
ventilation settings.

To predict the air flow and temperature field in the GCC, the
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with the
Boussinesq approximation were integrated with the
“buoyantBoussinesq” solver of OpenFOAM provided by the commercial
version of Engys together with the k-Ω/SST turbulence model.

The turbulent equations were solved with second-order linear up-
wind schemes for turbulence, scalar, vector and radiation fields pro-
vided in the source library of Engys edition of OpenFOAM. The equa-
tions were discretized and integrated on a hybrid structured/
unstructured mesh consisting of a total of approx. 10 million cells
which were generated with the mesher of the commercial program
StarCCM+. The thermal boundaries were resolved with five wall layers
and wall distances in wall units of the grid points next to the walls of
y+<1 in 92% of the wall cells. The cells have a basic size of 4 mm and
a minimal size of 1 mm. These mesh parameters were used together
with turbulence models in our former work [28,29]. The presented
approach was applied to predict the thermal comfort in aircraft (Do728
and A320) as well as train cabins and was validated by experiments
involving test persons. The deviations between experimental and cal-
culated temperatures were found to be in the range of 2–3%.

Fig. 4. CFD model of car cabin for a) MV and b) LMCV.
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We examined all ventilation variants for winter, spring/fall and
summer cases. For this purpose, the inlet air volume rate of 0.028 m3/s
with corresponding initial temperatures (see Table 1) was prescribed
and homogeneously distributed over all inlet surfaces. The MV variant
has four, CDV two, HV three and LMCV one inlet surfaces (Fig. 1). For a
better convergence of the numerical solution, the inlet and outlet sur-
faces were extruded to the outside for LMCV and HV variants. The re-
sulting CFD models for MV and LMCV variants are presented in Fig. 4.
The cross-section of the numerical mesh is shown in Fig. 5.

At the wall, the temperature boundary conditions according to
Table 1 were specified. For this purpose the interior wall temperatures
measured by experiment, were converted in heat flux densities. These
heat flux densities were prescribed at all cabin walls. At the body of
manikin, a total heat Qtotal = 75 W (7.5 W for head and 68.5 W for the
rest of the body) was prescribed. The conducted turbulent flow si-
mulations include the computation of heat radiation based on a Dis-
crete Ordinates Model (DOM) with 40 rays. All variants were calcu-
lated with the same numeric settings up to 15,000 iterations. By this
number of iterations sufficiently converged solutions could be ob-
tained (computed residuals were 5e-4 for velocity and temperature
and 2e-6 for pressure).

Before the numerical analysis in the car model, test simulations in
the above-mentioned thermal box were performed for three ambient
temperatures of 22°, 30° and 35°. This was necessary for the calculation
of the heat transfer coefficients hcal. Equation (1) was used in the actual
simulations to determine the local equivalent temperatures. The results
of the test calculations in the thermal box for temperature were in good
agreement with the experiment with an accuracy of 2%.

3. Results

3.1. Thermal boundary conditions of the test cases

Prior to discussion of the actual results, the experimental conditions
of the studied test cases will be summarized in this subsection. In order
to benchmark the performance of the selected ventilation cases (see
Section 2.2), three dedicated thermal scenarios, referred to as “winter”,
“spring/fall” and “summer” were considered, see Table 1. They are
distinguished by the temperature of the aluminum sheet of the jacket-
cooling system, which is considered to represent the outside tempera-
ture. In order to adjust the internal cabin temperature to a comfortable
level, the inflow temperature was adjusted accordingly.

Due to technical restrictions, however, the actual temperature level
deviated from the values given in Table 1. For the winter case, we
worked with an air inlet temperature of ϑ͠In = 28 °C and an aluminum
sheet temperature of ϑ͠A = ϑ͠Ambient = 10 °C. In contrast, we changed ϑ͠In

to 22 °C and ϑ͠A to 37 °C for the summer case. In the spring/fall case, we
regulated ϑ͠In = ϑ͠A = 28 °C. However, our TPDs were operated at
constant heat flux conditions in contrast to real human subjects. Hence,
all temperature differences remained almost unaffected if considered
relative to the temperature of the incoming air. For the sake of com-
parability, we corrected the real boundary conditions with an offset
temperature (difference between measured and norm mean equivalent
temperature (dashed lines, Fig. 14). Hereto, we considered the mean of
the equivalent temperatures of the different ventilation scenarios to
determine a common offset temperature for each of the seasonal sce-
narios. The resulting (corrected) settling temperatures for inlet tem-
perature (ϑIn) and aluminum sheet temperatures (ambient temperature
ϑA) are given in Table 1. As described in Section 2.2, we conducted the
studies of the ventilation efficiency without jacket heating/cooling, i.e.
at boundary conditions corresponding to the spring/fall case.

3.2. Large scale flow structures and temperature distributions

Before discussing the individual parameters in detail, we would like
to give an overview on the large-scale flow structures and temperature
distributions resulting from the different ventilation systems and sea-
sonal settings. Hereto, the velocity and temperature color-coded
streamlines resulting from the CFD simulations are compiled in Fig. 6.

The velocities and temperatures predicted by CFD are presented
exemplarily for the summer case. The colors of the streamlines reflect
the velocities a) and the temperature values b). At MV, the flow is
dominated by the cooling air jets. Consequently, significantly higher
velocities are observed for MV compared to the other ventilation sys-
tems. As a result of the high flow velocities, an intense cooling occurs in
the torso and arm areas for MV. However, very homogeneous air
temperatures are observed. More homogeneous velocity fields are
prevailed in LMCV, CDV and HV cases. At pure LMCV, a large-scale
circulation develops, delivering the fresh air directly to the passengers
in the second row and then to the first row. This issue is resolved at HV,
where the fresh air flow is distributed more homogeneously over the
inlet surface. In the temperature-coded streamlines, a thermal stratifi-
cation of increasing strength with rising air fraction through the floor
outlets is found. Local reinforcements of the flow velocities, unlikely to
stabilize in the real unsteady and highly turbulent cabin flow, unveil
the limitations of the steady RANS simulation approach.

Table 1
Boundary conditions for the different scenarios.

Winter Spring/Fall Summer

〈ϑIn〉
[°C]

25.3 20.4 14.5

〈ϑA〉
[°C]

7.4 20.4 29.6

Fig. 5. Cut through unstructured hexahedral mesh for LMCV.
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3.3. Ventilation efficiency

The first parameter to be discussed is the ventilation efficiency,
which is a necessary precondition for implementation of vertical ven-
tilation concepts. In the following, we will quantify the ventilation
performance by means of the Local Mean Age of air (LMA), the Local
Ventilation Efficiency (LVE) and the Global Ventilation Efficiency (ηEx)
(see Section 2.3). Before looking at the reduced data, we would like to
discuss the LMA as a function of passenger seat and height level ex-
emplarily for HV, see Fig. 7a). Values in the range of 40 s–160 s were
found. At head, chest and knee level, the results are similar with respect
to the actual seat position. We observe decreasing values from knee to
ankle level, where the LMA is 35% lower as compared to the head
position. In addition to the LMA, the LVE, relating the nominal time
required for a full air exchange to the LMA, is an important measure for
the ventilation efficiency.

Fig. 7b) depicts the LVE, again exemplarily for the case of HV,
spatially averaged over the four seat positions and height levels for
three volume flow rates. The results are very similar for the different
volume flow rates, indicating a linear scaling of the LMA with the
nominal air exchange time. Only at foot level, a slight increase of the
LVE with the volume flow rate is observed.

To benchmark the performance of the different ventilation systems,
the spatially averaged LVE in the vicinity of the TPDs is shown for a

volume flow rate of 28 l/s in Fig. 8. MV and LMCV reveal a very
homogenous LVE of ∼1.0. Similar values can be observed for HV at
knee, chest and head level. With a rising percentage of air supplied
through the displacement ventilation outlets, the LVE increases up to
3.4 at ankle level. For pure CDV, an almost linear dependence from
head to ankle with a maximum of 5.6 at the floor level was found. These
findings prove, that the convection-driven ventilation scenarios are able
to attract the fresh air and concentrate it in the proximity of the pas-
sengers, i.e. the boundary layer. Pertaining to all ventilation cases, CDV
reveals the best LVE with up to 18% increase in efficiency at breathing
level as compared to MV.

As the head level is the most important position regarding air
quality, Fig. 9a) compiles the LVE of the different seat positions at head
level for a volume flow rate of 28 l/s. MV and HV shine out with very
homogeneous results between the different seat positions, while CDV
and LMCV provide astonishingly high LVEs in the back seat row.

In addition to the local ventilation measures, the global ventilation
efficiency (ηEx) was evaluated to assess the ventilation efficiency in the
whole cabin, see Fig. 9b). Values in the range between 50% and 58%
can be observed for all ventilation cases and volume flow rates. These
values indicate, that none of the ventilation systems tends is likely to
generate still waters with locally increased LMA values, i.e. low air
quality.

In summary, the vertical ventilation systems provide similar or

Fig. 6. a) Velocity and b) temperature distributions for all considered variants in summer case.
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better ventilation performance as compared to MV. All systems scale
well with the applied volume flow rate. Among the vertical systems,
CDV reveals the best results regarding both local and global ventilation
efficiency in the generic car cabin.

3.4. Fluid temperatures and velocities

The current section aims at giving an insight into the thermo-fluid
dynamical characteristics of the different ventilation concepts at a vo-
lume flow rate of 28 l/s. Hereto, temperature and velocity distributions
in the GCC are presented. Fig. 10 depicts the mean fluid temperatures,
relative to the mean temperature of the incoming air ϑIn in the vicinity
of the TPDs for winter and summer conditions. The mean values were
determined by temporally averaging over 1200 s at each sensor position
and subsequent spatial averaging over the two seat positions in the
front row. The results of the CFD simulations are compared re-
presentatively to the experimental data.

At winter conditions, stable temperature stratifications can be ob-
served between ankle and chest level. They are smallest for MV and
largest for LMCV. Between chest and head level, the temperatures do
not change significantly. At summer conditions, MV and LMCV reveal
the most homogenous temperature distributions. For CDV, a

Fig. 7. a) LMA in the proximity of the four TPDs for HV at a volume flow of 28 l/s and b)
LVE, averaged over four TPDs for volume flow rates of 28 l/s, 36 l/s and 44 l/s.

Fig. 8. LVE at different height levels in the vicinity of the TPDs for the investigated
ventilation systems at a volume flow rate of 28 l/s averaged over four seat positions.

Fig. 9. a) LVE at four head positions for a volume flow of 28 l/s and b) ηEx averaged over
four TPDs at three volume flows respectively for different ventilation cases.
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monotonically rising temperature from ankle to head can be detected,
which is considerably reduced from 7 K to 5.3 K by the influence of
LMCV at HV. The lowest yet unstable temperature stratifications are
observed for MV and LMCV. In addition to the average temperatures,
their fluctuations, which were not shown for reasons of better re-
cognizability, are important to make a statement on the thermal com-
fort of the ventilation cases. Here, we observe equal fluctuations for
CDV and HV of about 0.1 K, which have predictably a minimal influ-
ence on the thermal passenger comfort. The fluctuation rises over
0.17 K for LMCV to a maximum of σ = 0.28 K for MV. The summer
scenarios unveil values of 0.8 K. Similar results are obtained for the
other annual scenarios but not shown here for the sake of brevity.

In addition to the local temperatures, the flow velocities in the
passenger zone are an important measure to evaluate passenger thermal
comfort. Accordingly, Fig. 11 depicts the measured mean fluid velo-
cities for winter (Fig. 11a)) and summer (Fig. 11b)) conditions. Low
flow velocities of up to 0.14 m/s in average with standard deviations of
up to 0.03 m/s (Table 2) are observed for the vertical ventilation sys-
tems. In contrast, MV reveals high mean velocities (0.32 m/s) and ve-
locity standard deviations (σMV = 0.12 m/s), outbalancing the

Fig. 10. Mean fluid temperatures at different height levels in the proximity of the TPDs of
the front row for a) winter and b) summer conditions. Solid symbols and lines refer to
experimental data while open symbols and dashed lines depict results of the CFD simu-
lations.

Fig. 11. Mean fluid velocities at different height levels in the proximity of the TPDs of the
front row for a) winter and b) summer conditions. Solid symbols and lines refer to ex-
perimental data while open symbols and dashed lines depict results of the CFD simula-
tions.

Table 2
Summary of experimental thermo-fluid dynamical flow parameters. Temperature devia-
tions between head and ankle (Δ〈ϑHA〉) less than 2.0 K are marked green, Δ〈ϑHA〉 de-
viations larger than 4.0 are marked red [26] and intermediate values in yellow. For the
maximal mean velocities (〈u〉max), an intermediate section of 0.16 m/s to 0.31 m/s is
marked in yellow with lower values highlighted in green and larger velocities in red [26].
Associated fluctuations less than 0.05 m/s are marked green, values between 0.05 and 0.1
yellow and values over 0.1 m/s are marked red.
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maximum velocity of 0.31 m/s at 26 °C defined as upper threshold in
Ref. [26]. All measured values, with exception of the ankle position, are
maximal for MV, which indicates the highest kinetic energy of the flow.
Comparing experimental and numerical data reveals a heterogeneous
picture. While the agreement is quite good for CDV, the results diverge
with increasing kinetic energy. Further, the height dependence differs
qualitatively. Especially the results for MV indicate deviations in the
prediction of the jet propagation. However, on an absolute scale, the
RMS deviations of the experimental data are still small amounting to
about 0.06 m/s.

To resume the results obtained for the different ventilation scenarios
so far, several integral quantities are summarized/given in Table 2.
Among them are the maximal mean velocity (〈u〉max) and the maximal
temperature difference between head and ankle (Δ〈ϑHA〉). Conditions
with a percentage of dissatisfied of 10% or larger given by Ref. [26] are
highlighted in red. These are reached when a vertical temperature
difference larger than 4 K or a maximal mean velocity larger than
0.31 m/s occurs. Low vertical temperature differences less than 2 K as
well as velocities less than 0.16 m/s are highlighted in green, inter-
mediate values in yellow. A clear dependency of the temperature
stratification on the kinetic energy level of the fluid can be detected for
all ventilation systems at winter and summer conditions. The maximal
vertical temperature difference of 4 K considered a hard limit and was
exceeded by LMCV and HV at winter as well as HV and CDV at summer
conditions. Obviously, only CDV at winter and LMCV at spring/fall and
summer conditions provide satisfying thermal conditions with both,
low flow velocities and vertical temperature stratification. However, as
the temperature stratification of HV is very close to the limit in both
scenarios, further fine tuning of the HV scenario with respect to volume
flow rate split and temperature distribution holds provides the per-
spective of achieving comfortable conditions with this system too.

However, we would like to stress at this point, that this conclusion is
drawn on point-wise temperature and velocity measurements only. In
the next section, we will address the thermal passenger comfort by
incorporating the concept of equivalent temperatures with slightly
different findings.

3.5. Equivalent temperatures

While point-wise measurements of flow velocities and temperatures
as discussed in the previous section provide a rather indirect means to
assess the achievable thermal comfort, evaluation of equivalent tem-
peratures on the TPD surface are considered as an integral method to

assess local and global thermal comfort [13]. Hereto, high resolution
infrared images of the driver TPD were recorded at stable thermal
conditions.

Fig. 12 shows infrared views of the torso region as well as the legs at
winter (a)), spring/fall (b)) and summer (c)) conditions. As described at
the beginning of Section 3, an offset temperature was subtracted of all
pertinent temperatures for the sake of comparability. The corrected
values under different environmental conditions as well as a compar-
ison with CFD results are given in Table 3. Here, 〈ϑeq〉 indicates the
equivalent temperature and 〈ϑcab〉 the cabin air temperature measured
with 8 omnidirectional velocity and temperature probes (see Fig. 2).
Comparing the temperatures in the torso region reveals significantly

Table 3
Summary of the investigated temperatures by experimental (EXP) and numerical (CFD)
study. Temperature deviations of less than 0.5 K are marked green, temperature devia-
tions between 0.5 K and 1 K are marked yellow and deviations of more than 1 K are
marked red. For RMS (ϑeq) between EXP and CFD, values of less than 1.5 K are marked
green, between 1.5 K and 2.5 K yellow and higher than 2.5 K are marked red.

Fig. 12. Infrared views of steady cabin surface temperature distribution, values corrected
using the mean norm equivalent temperature for a) winter, b) spring/fall and c) summer
condition.

Fig. 13. Distribution of surface temperatures in cabin for summer condition determined
numerically.
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lower dummy temperatures for MV as compared to the vertical venti-
lation scenarios.

As opposed to real humans, the TPDs are operated under constant
heat release conditions. Hence, the reduced surface temperatures at MV
in the infrared views as compared to the vertical ventilation systems
unveil a higher amount of forced convection at MV. The highest torso
temperatures are observed for HV. Characteristic differences between
LMCV, HV and CDV can be observed as well: First, lower temperatures
atop the head level at LMCV and HV caused by the ceiling air inlet and
thus minimal lower head temperatures as compared to CDV. Second,
the “lake” of fresh air with lower temperatures in the bottom part is
observed for HV and CDV at spring/fall and summer conditions.

Fig. 13 depicts the cabin surface temperatures for summer condition
(CFD). These results reproduce the pictures obtained by experiment
quite well (compare with Fig. 12c). From the infrared views, equivalent
temperatures were calculated as described in Section 2.3 and equation
(1). The results are depicted in Fig. 14 in an empiric comfort range with
comfort zones from too cold (1) via neutral (3) to too warm (5) ac-
cording to [13]. The evaluated body parts are determined by the op-
tically accessible surface areas of the TPD.

Under winter conditions, none of the investigated ventilation systems
provides comfortable conditions according to [13], see Fig. 14a). How-
ever, benefits of the vertical ventilation systems in terms of heating ef-
ficiency, i.e. higher mean equivalent temperatures, can be clearly re-
cognized. Especially HV shines out with the highest mean equivalent
temperatures in the winter case. Comfortable conditions in the winter
case, however, require higher equivalent temperatures in the lower cabin
part. At HV, a correction of low equivalent temperatures in the lower
cabin part can be presumably achieved by further fine tuning of air inlet
temperatures as well as the split of the volume flow rates between floor
and ceiling outlets. We would like to mention, that at MV under winter
conditions, normally foot and windscreen nozzles, which we did not
implement in the GCC yet, are used for a higher thermal comfort.

Under summer conditions, good thermal passenger comfort is pro-
vided by LMCV and HV, see Fig. 14c). Again, further fine tuning of the
volume flow rate split or air inlet temperatures at HV will presumably
allow for even further improvement of the thermal comfort. MV and
CDV on the other hand, shine out with the highest cooling efficiency,
which is reflected by the lowest mean equivalent temperatures. Similar
results could be observed for the spring/fall case (Fig. 14b) for the
upper cabin part. The higher inflow temperature at floor level improves
the thermal passenger comfort for CDV and HV at foot and leg position.

Validation of the equivalent temperatures deduced from the CFD
simulations with the experimental data reveals a very good agreement
for HV under summer conditions, see Fig. 15. The root mean square of
the deviations amounts to only 1.2 K. Similar results are obtained for
CDV and LMCV, not shown here for the sake of visibility. On the other
hand, severe deviations are found for MV, reflecting the differences
already observed in the velocity profiles, see Fig. 11. While the mean
equivalent temperatures are very similar, the root mean square of the
deviations is as large as 4.3 K, indicating deficiencies in the local pre-
diction of equivalent temperatures. For comparison, several integral
quantities of experiment and CFD are shown in Table 3, including the
RMS values of the deviations between the local equivalent tempera-
tures. The latter unveil, that despite the good agreement between the
mean equivalent temperatures, severe differences occur locally, which
are reflected in elevated RMS values. The local deviations are especially

Fig. 14. Experimental results for equivalent temperature of driver-TPD with empiric
comfort range for a) winter, b) spring/fall and c) summer condition.

Fig. 15. Experimental and numerical results for equivalent temperatures of the driver
TPD with empiric comfort range under summer conditions. Solid symbols and lines refer
to experimental data while open symbols and dashed lines in b) depict results of the CFD
simulations.
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high at MV and LMCV and are considered to be indications of the
limitations of the steady simulation approach to representatively pre-
dict the paths of the cooling jets as well as the orientation of the large-
scale circulations in the cabin.

3.6. Heating and cooling efficiency

As our study aims to improve energetic efficiency, we would like to
benchmark the different ventilation cases accordingly in the current
section. Hereto we define the temperature control efficiency η as the ratio
of the air enthalpy flow to the passenger, corrected for its own heating
power, and the air enthalpy flow into the cabin:

=

− −

−

η
P q ϱc

:
ϑ ϑ /( )

ϑ ϑ
eq A H V p

in amb (2)

Herewith, PH, qv, ρ and cp denote the total heat load, the volume
flow rate as well as the density and specific heat capacity of the air.

The resulting values for η are given in Fig. 16 for the winter and
summer case, which is referred to as heating and cooling efficiency in
the following. Before we discuss the results, we would like to stress, that
η depends on the actual set-point of the system defined by the heat
loads, the volume flow rate and, of course, the ambient temperature. In
the winter and summer case, the cooling efficiency is significantly
higher than the heating efficiency for all ventilation systems, which we
ascribe to be an effect of the finite internal thermal insulation of the
cabin of about 10 mm polystyrene. Under summer conditions, the TPD
surfaces are still warmer than the internal walls, see Fig. 12.

Consequently, cooling of the cabin is supported by heat exchange
via radiation between TPDs and walls. The opposite bias occurs under

winter conditions: Here, the temperature difference between TPD and
cabin surface is even larger, but the resulting heat flux is opposed to the
intention to heat the cabin. Looking at the actual values, it turns out,
that the vertical ventilation systems show advantages especially under
heating conditions, where η is about 90% larger for HV as compared to
MV. Under cooling conditions, only CDV is more efficient than MV.
Knowing η, we can calculate the actual enthalpy air flow required to
heat and cool the cabin by using

= − =

− −

+H q ϱc
q ϱc P
η

˙ (ϑ ϑ )
(ϑ ϑ )

ϑin A V p
eq A V p H

A
(3)

The resulting enthalpy fluxes to achieve an equivalent temperature
of 23 °C are given in Fig. 17. Here, the large differences between
heating and cooling scenarios observed in Fig. 16 are put into per-
spective. The reasons for this are the low values for η in the winter case,
which are now compensated by the internal heat loads of the passenger
dummies. However, the vertical system HV requires only 52% of the
amount of heating power as compared to MV. We ascribe this ob-
servation to the fact that MV causes a much higher heat exchange be-
tween cabin interior and walls due to forced convection as compared to
HV, which is counterproductive in the winter case, and can be cir-
cumvented employing optimized, low momentum systems such as HV.

4. Conclusion

Three vertical ventilation concepts for car cabins were investigated
experimentally and numerically in comparison to dashboard ventilation
(mixing ventilation MV). The vertical concepts comprise a displacement
ventilation system (CDV) with air outlets below the seats, low mo-
mentum ceiling ventilation system (LMCV) based on a trickle ceiling
and hybrid ventilation (HV), a combination of CDV and LMCV. Flow
velocities and fluid temperatures in the vicinity of the passenger
dummies as well as equivalent temperatures were determined. To ex-
perimentally simulate winter, spring/fall and summer conditions, we
employed a jacket heating/cooling system. Further, tracer gas mea-
surements were conducted to evaluate the ventilation efficiency.

The performance and comfort relevant parameters evaluated in this
paper are rated in Table 4. Concerning the comfort-relevant flow
parameters, mixing ventilation shines out with high air velocities and
turbulence levels, but homogeneous temperature distributions. The
vertical ventilation concepts, on the other hand, allow for comfortable
velocity and turbulence levels but tend to develop comfort critical
temperature stratifications, except for low momentum ceiling ventila-
tion.

Regarding the equivalent temperatures, none of the ventilation
systems was able to provide comfortable conditions according to [13]
in the winter scenario. However, the vertical ventilation systems

Fig. 17. Enthalpy flows required for heating and cooling during the summer and winter
scenarios, referring to an equivalent temperature of 23 °C.

Table 4
Summary of advantages (+) and disadvantages (−) of different ventilation concepts.#

Valid for all conditions of the surrounding,* measured for spring/fall conditions only.

MV CDV LMCV HV

Draft velocity# – + + +
Temperature stratification o – + –
Summer o o – –
Winter
Equivalent temperature – o + +
Summer o o – –
Winter
Local ventilation efficiency* o + o o
Global ventilation efficiency* o + o +
Temperature control efficiency + + o o
Summer – + + +
Winter

Fig. 16. Heating and cooling efficiency for the winter and summer case, respectively,
calculated with (2) using the mean equivalent temperatures from the experimental data.
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revealed an improved heating efficiency. To achieve comfortable con-
ditions during the winter time as well, further investigations regarding
inlet positions and temperatures are required. In the summer scenario,
the highest thermal comfort is provided by LMCV and HV. Especially
HV yields further improvement of passenger thermal comfort by ad-
justments of the volume flow split and outlet temperatures. At MV,
reduced equivalent temperatures in the upper cabin part could be ob-
served, which are generated from the high amount of forced convec-
tion. Accordingly, MV together with CDV provide the highest cooling
efficiency of the passengers under summer conditions, whereas the best
thermal comfort is obtained with LMCV and HV.

The vertical ventilation concepts unveil comparable or even better
ventilation efficiencies than MV. Especially in the lower cabin part, a
better performance of HV and CDV was observed. At head level, CDV
shows the best performance with LVEs 50% larger as compared to MV.
The global ventilation efficiency ranges between 50 and 60% for all
systems and was found to depend on the volume flow rate. HV and CDV
reveal the best performance with respect to the global ventilation ef-
ficiency.

The results of CFD calculations are partially supported by the ex-
periments. They extend the measurements and allow for a more pro-
found understanding of the nature of the individual variants. However,
while the integral quantities, e.g. mean equivalent temperatures, are in
quite good agreement with the experimental data, the local deviations
of velocities and equivalent temperatures are significant. Hence, on the
current basis of numerical simulation, experimental studies have to be
considered indispensable. While the aim of the current study was to
validate the accuracy level of the present simulation technique, further
improvements are envisaged by employing unsteady RANS simulations
and temporal averaging. Moreover, a more realistic thermal load was
realized in further simulations by the assignment of Thermal Comfort
Model [21]. Thus, unsteady simulations with thermal manikins will be
considered in future investigations.

Finally, we can summarize, that the vertical ventilation concepts,
required e.g. for autonomous driving with rotated front seats, provide
many advantages compared to dashboard-based mixing ventilation.
Simultaneously, their drawbacks are highlighted, which have to be
addressed in upcoming studies. Further, the impact of direct solar ra-
diation has to be addressed in the next step.

An open question is the dynamic performance of vertical ventilation
systems such as fast temperature jumps of the incoming air. This topic
and a more detailed characterization and quantification of the vertical
ventilation systems will be addressed in future studies. Furthermore,
variations of the volume flow distributions and air inlet temperatures at
HV, promising an increased thermal comfort, will be analyzed.
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